NATURAL RANGE
THE FIRST GLOBAL MANUFACTURER TO
RECEIVE A PLATINUM GREENTAG RATING
“Weathertex is playing
a role in improving
the sustainability of
Australian construction
products and practices”.
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
• Easy to install: lightweight, strong and easy to cut
using standard DIY tools.
• 100% Natural: 97% Australian hardwood timber and
3% natural wax.
• Better than zero carbon footprint.
• Termite resistant: sugars and starches removed.
• The only timber product with a 10 year warranty.
T I P S

A N D

styles
The Weathertex Natural Range is a series of unprimed
weatherboards, cladding and architectural panels. The
unprimed boards provide a unique appearance, with
the characteristics of raw undressed timber. The Natural
surface is pressed to create a woodgrain effect with the
knots and organic patterns of natural timber.
There are 3 techniques that can be used to style the
Weathertex Natural range. Every project is different, so
these instructions can be used as a guide. For further
technical information on Weathertex we recommend
reading our installation manual and warranty. Please
make sure to follow all product instructions when staining
as they may vary.

T E C H N I Q U E S

RETAIN ORIGINAL COLOUR
Weathertex Natural begins as a dark cedar colour. Left
uncoated it will begin to lighten. To retain the original
colour the boards should be stained. Cabots Aquadeck
New Natural or Intergrain Enviropro Cedar Cyprus will
closest match the original colour.
If you choose to lighten the boards but want to restore
them to their original colour, you can do so at any time.
Clean the boards with Cabots deck clean or similar, and
a sturdy deck clean brush before staining.

Find us on

1800 040 080
weathertex.com.au

UNSEALED (Naturally Lighten)
Left to weather naturally by the sun, the timber will lighten and ‘silver
off’ after a period of time. This can produce some beautiful results that
become a unique feature of the construction. For best results use this
technique on buildings that are exposed to full sun and aren’t obscured by
fences, trees or awnings. Weathertex is made with Australian hardwood
timber and colours may slightly vary season to season.
To stop the silvering off process the boards can be stained at any time
which will protect the boards from the sun, as well as allow for a range
of colours and depth. Boards can be brought back to their original dark
colour by first scrubbing with a deck cleaner and then applying the
appropriate coloured stain.

0 MONTHS: Recenlty built, this shows the
beginning colour of Weathertex Natural

4 MONTHS: The board shows signs of
lightening.

7 MONTHS: The board is continuing to lighten.

17 MONTHS: The boards are now a light
blonde colour.

36 MONTHS: The boards are now very light,
and are about to begin to be restored.

CLEANING: Wash the boards with a product
like Intergrain Reviver or Cabots Deck Clean
and a firm brush.

STAINING: Stain in the same direction that the
boards run - vertical for vertical cladding.

COMPLETE: After 3 coats the timber is
restored and is now UV protected.

Left to weather and lighten off.

COLOUR STAIN & SEALED
Weathertex Natural range can be stained and sealed in the same
manner as other hardwood timbers. Similar to other timber products it
is recommended to let the boards weather for 4-6 weeks before staining.
Wash the boards down first with Cabots deck cleaner, Intergrain Revive or
a similar product. Make sure the boards are clean and dry before staining.
When staining follow the direction of the cladding to ensure each board
has an even coating.
Coat the boards with a roller first before cutting in the edges. Add another
coat, then cut in again. A third coat is optional, and there is no need to cut
in the edges again on the third coat. Keep a wet edge throughout to make
sure visible layers aren’t seen on the finished product.
We don’t recommend a clear sealant, instead we recommend Cabots
Aquadeck or Intergrain Enviropro on the Weathertex Natural range. Please
make sure to follow all product instructions when staining as they may
vary.

Stained with colour Black Japan

These colours have been achieved by the use of weathering and different stains, and are
only indicative of some colours that may be achieved.

Fade variation timings may vary depending on project site location
and weathering conditions.

